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Abstract 
We give an internal characterization of submetacompactness and then we use it to prove that a 
space X is submetacompact if and only if X x (K + 1) is suborthocompact, where n is a cardinal 
no less than the Lindelijf degree of X. Similarly, we also obtain that a space X is metacompact if 
and only if X x (K + 1) is orthocompact. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
Won-e11 and Wicke [14] introduced the concept of submetacompactness, which is 
a common generalization of metacompactness and subparacompactness. This covering 
property has played quite an important role in various areas, for example, in the study 
of generalized metric spaces. 
The first author gave several characterizations of submetacompactness in [5]. In Sec- 
tion 1, we give another characterization under the assumption of “discrete G-expandabil- 
ity”. 
Tamano [ 121 proved that a Tychonoff space X is paracompact if and only if X x ,8X 
is normal. Kunen obtained an analogous result by replacing PX with 6 + 1, where 6 
is a cardinal number not less than the Lindel6f degree of X (see [8, Corollary 3.71). 
The authors [4,15] have proved analogues of Tamano’s theorem for metacompactness 
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and submetacompactness. In Section 2, we prove an analogue of Kunen’s result for 
submetacompactness. 
In Section 3, we obtain a similar results for metacompactness, and we solve a problem 
raised in [ 161. In Section 4, some additional results to [ 161 are stated. 
All spaces are assumed to be Tt-spaces. Let K be an infinite cardinal. For a space X, 
we denote by L(X) the Lindelof degree of X. 
1. An internal characterization of suhmetacompactness 
Let wCw = UnEw 0; here w” = (0) = (0); for all n. E w and s = (no,. . . , nk) E 
wcw, let s@n= (no ,..., nk,n). 
Let X be a space and 1, an open cover of X. For A c X, let 
St(A, V) = u{V E V: V n A # 0). 
For z E X, St({z}, V) is denoted by St(z, V). 
A sequence (V n nEw of open covers of a space X is called a d-sequence if for each ) 
x E X there is n E w such that V, is point-finite at x. A space X is submetacompact if
every open cover of X has a &sequence of open refinements. 
The first author [5] proved the following: 
Theorem 1.1. A space X is submetacompact if and only if every open cover 24 of X 
has a sequence (Vn)nEw of open refinements such that for each x E X there is an 
n E w and some$nite set {UO,. . . , Urn} of members of .?4 with St(x, Vn) C UiG, Ui 
and x E n,,, Vi. 
A space X is (discretely) &expandable [7] if, for every locally finite (discrete) col- 
lection {F,: Q E K} of closed sets in X, there is a sequence ({UQ,n: (Y E &}jnEw of 
collections of open sets in X, satisfying 
01 F, c u, n for each a: E K and n E w, 
(ii) for each L E X, there is n E w such that {Ua,n: cy E 6) is point-finite at x. 
Observe that submetacompact spaces are B-expandable. Under the assumption of dis- 
crete &expandability, the condition of Theorem 1.1 can be weakened as follows: 
Theorem 1.2. A space X is submetacompact if and only if X is discretely &expandable 
and every open cover {U, : a E K} of X has a sequence (V,),,, of open refmements 
such that for each x E X there are Q E n and n E w with x E U, and St(x, Vn) c 
Up&JP. 
Proof. Since the “only if” part is obvious, we show the “if” part. For every open cover 
24 of X and for each U E U, let 
M(U,U) = x \ u {U’ E u: u’ # u}. 
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Note that {M(U,U): U E U} IS a discrete collection of closed sets in X, and that 
St(M(z;i,U),U) = u f or each U E U with M(U, U) # 0. It is easy to see that the two 
conditions in our assumption can be combined into one as follows: 
(*) Every open cover U = {U,: Q E K} of X has a sequence (Vn)nEd of open 
rejinements such that, for each x E X, there is Q E K and n, E w such that z E U,, 
St(x:, I/n) c up<, U, and the collection {U E U: z E St(M(U,U), Vn)} isjinite. 
In the above situation we say, for the sake of convenience, that (V,)n,, is an 
sm-rejining sequence for U. 
To show that X is submetacompact, let U be an open cover of X with cardinality K. 
Write 24m = U = {CT,,@: 0 < a < K} and let M+ = (0). By induction, define open 
refinements&UW, andV,ofU, where& = {U,.,s: 0 <Q < r;,},foreachs E wCw\{O} 
as follows: 
If t E wCw and the open refinement Ut U Wt of U, where Ut = {Ua,t: 0 < Q < K}, 
has been defined, then we set Uo,, = UWt, and we let (VtBIL)nEw be an sm-refining 
sequence for the open cover {UCy.t: cy < PC}. For each n E w, we let 
U N,ttSn = U,., n U UP., n St 
( 
X \ U U,Y,~, Vten 
$>oi ) 
(for 0 < c): < K). 
o<l3<a 
U tflbl = {Ucu,tCBn: 0 < LY < K} and 
W t@n = wt u { St(M(U,Ut u Wt),Vt@n): U E ut}. 
Note that the union of the collections U ten and Wten covers X. So UtBn U Wta, is an 
open refinement of U. This completes the inductive definition. 
Now {Us U W,: s E cP’} is a countable collection of open refinements of U. To 
complete the proof, let IC E X. We show that there is s E wCw such that U3 U W, is 
point-finite at x. Define sk E wCw and ok < IC for each k E w as follows. Set SO = 0. 
If Sk has been defined, then by definition of sm-refining sequence, there is n E w and 
0 < ok < n such that x E U,,.,?,, St(x, V,5k$1L) c lJpGak Up,,, and the collection 
{u E Us,: x E st(M(u,U,, u wsk)‘vsk~lL)} 
is finite; we now let sk+t = Sk $ n. Note that it follows from the definition of the 
indices sk that, for each k E w, the collection Wsk is point-finite at Z; hence the proof 
is completed once we find a k E w such that 5 4 UU,,. Let us first note that, for each 
k E w and for every /? > ok, we have that St(x, Vsk+,) c UoGT.,p U,,,, and hence that 
z @ u,.%k+,. In other words, we have that x 4 lJB>Nk UD,~~+,; as a consequence, we have 
that Qk+ 1 < ok. Let i E w be such that a2 < cyj for each j E w. We show that CQ = 0. 
Assume on the contrary that oi > 0. Note that it then follows, since z $ Ua_% UO,~,+, , 
that 2 $! Ua2rS,+Z. It further follows, since a,+2 < ai and J: E Ua,+2,s,+2, that we must 
have that cyi+2 < CQ, and this contradicts our choice of i. Therefore, CQ = 0. It follows 
that z $ U /3>0 UAs+ in other words, that x $ U&+, . 0 
In the next section, we will use Theorem 1.2 to prove a product characterization 
of submetacompactness. For some other applications, the following reformulation of 
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Theorem 1.2 in terms of increasing closed families in place of open refinements may be 
more natural and useful; recall that a family of sets {F,: o E X}, indexed by an ordinal 
X, is increasing provided that F, c Fo whenever CY < p < X. 
Theorem 1.2’. A space X is submetacompact ifand only ifX is discretely &expandable 
and for every open cover { U, : cy E n} ofX there exists a sequence ({Fti,n: cy E K}),~~ 
of increasing closed families such that Fa,n C UpGa Uo for all Q E K and n E w and, 
for each x E X, there are a E K and n E w with x E F,>, n U,. 
2. An external characterization of submetacompactness 
Let X be a space and V a cover of X. Then let 
for x E X. Let X and Y be spaces and B a cover of X x Y. Then n G((z, 9)) is denoted 
by n B(z, Y) for (z:, Y) E X x Y. 
A cover V of a product space X x Y is rectangular if each member of V is of the 
form U x V in X x Y. 
A sequence (Vn)nEw of open covers of a space X is called an L-sequence [ 161 if for 
each IC E X there is n E w such that n Vn( ) x is a neighborhood of x in X. A space X is 
suborthocompact [15] if every open cover of X has an L-sequence of open refinements. 
Making use of Theorem 1.1, the second author [ 15,161 proved the following: 
Theorem 2.1. For a Tychonoff space X, the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is submetacompact. 
(b) X x ,3X is suborthocompact. 
(c) Every binary open cover of X x /?X has an L-sequence of rectangular open 
refinements. 
Here, making use of our Theorem 1.2, we prove the following: 
Theorem 2.2. The following are equivalent for a space X and for K 3 L(X): 
(a) X is submetacompact. 
(b) X x (K + 1) is suborthocompact. 
(c) Every binary open cover of X x (n + 1) has an L-sequence of rectangular open 
refinements. 
Since K + 1 is considered as a closed subset in 2”, Theorem 2.2 is an affirmative 
answer to [16, Problem 7.61. Theorem 2.2 immediately follows from Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 
and Theorem 1.2, because (a) + (b) and (a) + (c) are obvious. 
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Let us begin with a slight generalization of [ 10, Lemma 1.31. This is necessary not for 
Theorem 2.2 but for Lemma 2.4(l); the proof is essentially the same as used by Scott, 
and we leave the details to the reader. 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a space and C an infinite, countably compact Hausdofl 
space. If X x C is countably suborthocompact (i.e., every countable open cover of X 
has an L-sequence of open refinements), then X is countably metacompact. 
A well-ordered sequence {ya: cy E K} of length K in a space Y is right separated if 
ya $ Cl{ys: 6 > o} for each (u E 6. 
In particular, K + 1 has a right separated sequence of length K. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a space and C a compact HausdolfSspace with a right separated 
sequence of length L(X). 
(1) If X x C is suborthocompact, then X is H-expandable. 
(2) If every binary open cover of X x C has an L-sequence of rectangular open 
refinements, then X is discretely B-expandable. 
Proof. Let { ycr: Q E K} be a right separated sequence of length 6 in C, where K = L(X). 
For each cy E K, take an open neighborhood V, of ya in C such that 
v, n Cl{yfj: 6 > o} = 0. 
Since a space is B-expandable iff it is discretely &expandable and countably metacompact 
(see [7]), it suffices to show from Proposition 2.3 that X is discretely Q-expandable. Let 
{F,: Q E K} be a discrete collection of closed sets in X. For each cy E K, let 
Ga,o = (X \ u (6: 13 E K \ {a}}) x v,> 
GQ>I =(X \ u (5: P E K \ {Q}}) x (c \ {~a}). 
(1) Let Q = {G,,i: Q E K and i E 2). Since G is an open cover of X x C, there 
is an L-sequence (tiFln)nEw of open refinements of G. For each cy E R and n E w, let 
0 n.n = St(F, x (C \ I&),?&) and let 
u - {z E X: {a$ x (C \ Va) c O,,,} n UOLJ--1. a,n 
Note that U,,, is an open set in X such that F, C U,,, C Ua.n_, for each Q E K 
and n E w. 
Now, assume that there is some p E X such that {U,,,: o E K} is not point-finite 
at p for each n E w. Let A, = {o E n: p E U,.n} for each n E w. Then (A,),rw 
is a decreasing sequence of infinite subsets in K. So we can choose a strictly increasing 
sequence (Q,)~w in K such that cr, E A, for each n E w. There is a cluster point z of 
{Yucy,,: n E w} in C. Moreover, there is m E w such that n ‘H,(p, 2) is a neighborhood 
of (p, z) in X x C. Pick any n > m. By p E Van,, c U,,,,, we have 
(PT 2) E {PI x cl{Ycq: j > nl C {PI x cc \ Kh) C %,m. 
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So there is an H, E 7-& which contains (p, z) and meets Fan x (C \ V&). Note that 
Fan x (C \ I&,) does not meet G a,c for each a E IC, and that FCYn x (C \ I/a,) does not 
meet G,,t for each (u E 6 with Q: # cy,. Since I-& refines G, it follows that H, c Gan J 
for each n > m. Since 
one can choose some k 3 m with (p, y,,) E Int(n,,, H,). Hence we have 
(P,YY,,) E Hk c Ga,z,l C X x (C\ {ycy& 
This is a contradiction. Hence X is discretely @expandable. 
(2) Let Gi = U{G,,i: ct: E K} for i = 0,l. Since {Go, Gt } is a binary open cover of 
X x C, there is an L-sequence of (7&)nEw of rectangular open refinements of {Go, Gi }. 
Moreover, define { U,,, : o E 6) as in the proof of (1) above. Then each U,,, is also 
an open set in X such that F, c U,,, c Ua,n_-l. 
Now, assume that there is some p E X such that {U,,,: o E K.} is not point-finite at p 
for each n E w. Then, by the similar way to the above, we can choose {on: n E w} c K, 
z E X, m E w and {H,: n 3 m} c 3-1,. We can let H, = Hk x Ht for each n E w. 
Pick any n > m. Since Fan x (C \ I&,) meets H, and does not meet Go, it follows 
that H, c Gi. Assume yol, E HL for some n 3 m. Since H, = HA x Hl, we can pick 
some z E HA n F,, . Then we have 
(z, Y,,) E H, n (&, x {Y&) c Gi n (&, x {Ye,)) = 0. 
This is a contradiction. Hence it follows that ya, $ HL for each n 3 m. Similarly, we 
can find some Ic 3 m such that (p, y,,) E Int(nn2m H,). So we have 03, y,,) E HI, = 
Hk x H&‘. This implies yak E Hz, which contradicts the above fact. Therefore X is 
discretely e-expandable. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a space with L(X) = 6 such that either 
(1) xX(%+1) is suborthocompact, or 
(2) every binary open cover of X x (K + 1) has an L-sequence of rectangular open 
re$nements. 
. Then, for every open cover {U,. Q E K} ofX, there is a sequence ({V&: cy E K})~E~ 
of open covers of X such that V,,, c U, for each cx E K. and n E w and that, for each 
x E X, there is n E w and 6 E n with x E Us \ Ucr>& V,,,. 
Proof. Let {U,: (Y E K} be an open cover of X. 
(1) Let 
G = {?& x (a+ l),Ua x (o,K]: Q E K}. 
Then S is an open cover of X x (K + 1). There is an L-sequence (tiFln)nEw of open 
refinements of 6. For each a E K and n E w, we let 
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and let V,,, = {x E U,: {z} x (CY,K] c O,.,}. Then each {V,,,: a E K} is an open 
cover of X such that V,,, c U, for each Q E pi. 
Now, assume that the sequence ({Va,n: CI E K})~~~ does not have the desired property. 
Then there is some p E X, satisfying 
(i) {o E 6: p E Ucy} does not have a largest element, 
(ii) {o E K: p E V,,,} d oes not have a largest element for each n E w, 
(iii) sup{a E K: p E UQ} = sup{o E K: p E Va,n} for each n E w. 
Let X = sup{a E 6.: p E Ucy}. Let L, = {a E K: p E V,,,} for each n E w. By (iii), we 
have sup L, = X for each n E w. We can choose m E w with (p, X) E Int(n ‘l-t, (p, X)). 
Then take P < X with {p} x (p,X] c n’F&(p,X), and pick 6 E L, n (p,X). By 
p E x5,,, we have (P, 4 E (~1 x (6 4 c Ga.,. So there is an Ho E ‘FI, such that 
(p; X) E HO and HO n ((X \ UPC6 Up) x (6, K]) # 0. Then we have 
Hence HO contains the two point (p, X) and (p, 6). Since ‘FI, refines g, there is y E r; 
such that either HO C U, x (y + 1) or HO c U, x (y, K]. 
In case of HO c U, x (y + l), by (p, X) E Ha, we have X 6 y. On the other hand, by 
p E U, and (i), we obtain y < X. This is a contradiction. 
In case of Ha c U, x (7: n], by (p,S) E HO, we have y < S. However, since NO 
meets (X \ UPC6 Up) x (6, ~1, it follows that U, meets X \ UPC6 Uo. Therefore, y 3 6. 
This is also a contradiction. 
(2) Let GO = U{Ua x (a + 1): cy E K} and Gt = U{Ua x (a,~]: (u E ,x}, Then 
{Go, Gt } is a binary open cover of X x ( fc + 1). There is an L-sequence (‘&)nEw of 
rectangular open refinements of {Go, Gt}. Define each O,,, and each V,,, as in the 
above proof. Then each {Vol.,: a E K} is also an open cover of X such that V,,, c U, 
for each Q E K. 
Assume that the sequence ({ Vol,n: cy E K.))~~~ does not have the desired property. 
Then there is some p E X satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) appearing in the first part of 
this proof. We define X < 6, L, c IE, m E w, 6 6 X and WO E 1-I, similarly as 
in the first part of the proof. Note that {(p, X), (p, 6)) c HO, and that HO c Go or 
HO c G,. We may let HO = HE, x H{. Now, we show that HA c Up.,6 Uo. Assuming 
the contrary, pick 5 E Hh \ U 816 Up. Then note that (z, 6) $! Gt. By (p, 6) E WO, we 
have (x,6) E Hi x I!$’ = HO. Hence we obtain Ho $ Gt , which means HO c Go. So 
we can find y E K with (p, X) E U, x (y -t 1). This means X < y. However, by p E U, 
and (i), we have y < sup{cu E K: p E Ua} = X. This is a contradiction. Hence we 
conclude that HA c Up<6 R. U On the other hand, it follows, since 
ffon ((x\;luP) x (4.1) #0* 
that Hh @ UPC6 Uo. This is also a contradiction. 0 
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3. Characterizations of metacompactness 
A space X is metacompact if every open cover of X has a point-finite open refinement. 
A space X is almost (discretely) expandable [l l] if, for every locally finite (discrete) 
collection {F,: LY E K} of closed sets in X, there is a point-finite collection {U,: (Y E K} 
of open sets in X such that F, c U, for each o E K. 
Note that a space is almost expandable iff it is almost discretely expandable and 
countably metacompact (see [ 11, Theorem 2.8(ii)]). 
By a result of [2] (see also [ 1 l]), a space X is metacompact provided X is sub- 
metacompact and almost discretely expandable. Hence the following characterization of 
metacompactness can be derived from Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 3.1. A space X is metacompact if and only ifX is almost discretely expandable 
and every open cover { Ua: (Y E K} of X has an open refinement V such that for each 
x E X there is (Y E yi with x E U, and St(x, V) c UP+ Uo. 
The above result can also be stated in the following form: 
Theorem 3.1’. A space X is metacompact if and only if X is almost discretely expand- 
able and for every open cover {U,: cy E n} of X there exists an increasing closed cover 
{F,: a E n}) such that F, c Up<, Up for every Q E K and, for each x E X, there 
exists cy E K with x E F, n U,. 
Let us note that one can derive similar characterizations for paracompactness with the 
help of the result from [ 1 l] that a space is paracompact iff the space is submetacompact 
and “discretely expandable”. 
An open cover V of a space X is interior-preserving if n V’ is open in X for each 
V’ c V. A space X is orthocompact if every open cover of X has an interior-preserving 
open refinement. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a space and C a compact Hausdor#space with a right separated 
sequence of length L(X). 
(1) rf X x C is orthocompact, then X is almost expandable. 
(2) If every binary open cover of X x C has an interior-preserving rectangular open 
rejnements, then X is almost discretely expandable. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is simpler than that of Lemma 2.4. So it is omitted. 
Since submetacompact, almost discretely expandable spaces are metacompact, the fol- 
lowing is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a submetacompact space and C a compact Hausdofl space 
with a right separated sequence of length L(X). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is metacompact. 
(b) X x C is orthocompact. 
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(c) Every binary open cover of X x C has an interior-preserving rectangular open 
refinements. 
Note that the condition on the compact space C appearing in the above theorem can 
also be phrased by saying that the hereditary Lindelijf degree of C is at least as big as 
the Lindelof degree of X, in symbols, M(C) 2 L(X). 
It is natural to inquire, whether submetacompactness of X is necessary for Theorem 3.3 
to hold. In particular, the following problem is open. 
Problem 3.4. Is a space X metacompact provided there exists a compact Hausdorff 
space C such that U(C) > L(X) and X x C is orthocompact? 
Note that a positive solution to Problem 3.4 would provide a strengthening of several 
known results dealing with orthocompact product spaces with a compact factor; see, 
e.g.. [1,4,10]. It would also provide a strengthening of a part of the following result: it 
follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.3 and gives a solution to [16, Problem 7.51: 
Theorem 3.5. The following are equivalent for a space X and for n 3 L(X): 
(a) X is metacompact. 
(b) X x (K + 1) is orthocompact. 
(c) Every binary open cover of X x (K + 1) has an interior-preserving rectangular 
open refinements. 
A space X is n-metacompact (n-orthocompact) if every open cover of X with car- 
dinality <rc. has a point-finite (an interior-preserving) open refinement. Similarly, almost 
(discretely) K-expandability is defined. 
Recall that well-ordered sequence {y,: o E 6) of length K in a space Y is a free 
sequence if 
Cl{yo: p < c?} n Cl{y,: cy < y < K} = 0 
for each a E K. 
Since a free sequence is right separated and K + 1 has a free sequence of length n, the 
following is not only a partial answer to Problem 3.4 but also a slight generalization of 
Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a space and C a compact Hausdofispace with a free sequence 
of length K. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is n-metacompact. 
(b) X x C is n-orthocompact. 
(c) Every binary open cover of X x C has an interior-preserving rectangular open 
refinements. 
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Seeing the discussion above, it is not difficult to give the proof of Theorem 3.6; the 
details are left to the reader. 
Remark. Let C be a compact Hausdorff space with a free sequence of length K. Then 
there is a closed subset F in C and a continuous (perfect) map of F onto K + 1 (see [8, 
Lemma 3.171). However, different from normality, orthocompactness is not preserved 
under perfect maps (see [3]). So, Theorem 3.6 may not be necessarily an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.5. 
4. Other characterizations 
Recall that a space X is subnormal if for any two disjoint closed subsets FO and F, 
of X there are disjoint Gs-sets Go and Gi such that Fi c Gi for i = 0, 1. 
A space X is collectionwise &normal [6] if, for every discrete collection {F,: Q E n} 
of closed sets in X, there is a disjoint collection {Ga: (Y E K} of Gs-sets such that 
F, c G, for each cx E 6. 
The following is essentially due to Rudin [9]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a space and C a compact Hausdorffspace with weight > L(X). 
If X x C is subnormal, then X is collectionwise S-normal. 
Proof. Since the proof is obtained by modifying that of [9, Theorem 21, let us use the 
similar notations as in there. Let {G,: Q E X} be a discrete collection of closed sets 
in X, where X = L(X). W e only choose disjoint Gs-sets nnEw 0, and nnEw Qn, where 
each 0, and each Qn are open in X x C, instead of the disjoint open sets 0 and Q 
in X x C. Moreover, we similarly define Oan, Oh,, Qan and Qh, as O,, Ok, QoI and 
Q&Y respectively. Let Ma, = O,, n Oh, n Q,, n Q&, for each LY E X and 72 E w. 
Then {nnE, J&,: cr E X} is a disjoint collection of Gs-sets in X x C such that 
G, = n&J hf,, for each o E X. q 
In the following yX denotes a compactification of X. 
Lemma 4.2. A Tychonoff space X is submetacompact (paracompact) if and only iffor 
each compact subset K of yX \ X, there is a o-closure-preserving closed cover F of 
X such that Cl,x F n K = 8 for each F E F (and {Int F: F E F} covers X). 
This follows from [5, Theorem 4.41 as well as [16, Lemma 2.31. The parenthetical 
part follows from [4, Theorem 3.41. We use this lemma instead of the definitions of 
submetacompactness and paracompactness. 
We improve [16, Theorem 4.11 as follows: 
Theorem 4.3. A Tychonoff space X is subparacompact if and only if every binary open 
cover of X x yX has a o-closure-preserving rectangular closed refinement. 
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Proof. We only show the “if” part. Since every binary open cover of X x yX has a 
countable closed refinement, X x yX is subnormal. It suffices to show from Lemma 4.1 
and [6, Theorem 2.71 that X is submetacompact. 
Let K be a compact subset of yX \ X. Take the binary open cover 
G={Xx(yX\G(XVX)\~} 
of X x yX, where n = {(x,x): z E X}. There is a a-closure-preserving rectangular 
closed refinement F = UnEw & of 4. Let F = CF x DF for each F E F. Let 
C, = {CF n DF: F E .&} for each n E w, and let C = UnEw C,. Note that F n A is 
homeomorphic to CF n DF for each F E F and that A is homeomorphic to X. Since 
{FnA: FE FR} is closure-preserving in A, so is C, in X for each n E w. It is easy 
to see that C covers X. Hence C is a a-closure-preserving closed cover of X. Notice 
that F E 3 meets A if CF n DF # 0. Since F refines G, DF does not meet K for each 
F E F which meets A. For each F E F, we have 
Cl,x(CFnDF)nKc D,nK=0. 
Hence it follows from Lemma 4.2 that X is submetacompact. 0 
Recall that a space X is countably subparacompact if every countable open cover of 
X has a countable closed refinement. 
The statement of [16, Theorem 4.31 is so clumsy that we rewrite it here. 
Proposition 4.4. A countably subparacompact space X is subparacompact if and only 
if every binary open cover of X x (K + 1) has a o-locally finite rectangular closed 
rejinement, where K. > L(X). 
Proof. Let U be a well-monotone open cover of X with cardinality <r;. Assume the 
case cf(rc) = w. Since U is well-monotone, there is a countable increasing subcover 2A0 
of U. Since X is countably subparacompact, L/e has a countable closed refinement. For 
the case cf(K) > w, the same argument as in the proof of [16, Theorem 4.31 shows that 
U has a g-locally finite closed refinement. 0 
Remark. It was proved in [13, Theorem 2.71 that “X x yX” in Theorem 4.3 can be 
replaced by “X x 2”“. However, we do not know whether “a-locally finite” in Proposi- 
tion 4.4 can be replaced by “a-closure-preserving”. 
Using the parenthesized part of Lemma 4.2 instead of [16, Lemma 2.31, we can also get 
an improvement of [ 16, Theorem 3.11 which is an affirmative answer to [ 16, Problem 7.11. 
Theorem 4.5. A Tychonoff space X is paracompact if and only if every binary open 
cover of X x yX has a a-closure-preserving rectangular open rejinement. 
Proof. We only show the “if” part. Let K and G be the same ones as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. There is a a-closure-preserving rectangular open refinement V = UnEw V, 
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of G. We may assume that V, c Vn+r for each R E w. Let V = ?lv x WV for each 
V E 1/. Let 
A, = 
1 
X c Vn: X is finite, n UV # 0 and U WV = yX 
VEX VEX > 
for each n E w. Let FA = nvEx CIUvforeachXEil,,nEw.LetFn={Fx: AE&} 
for each ~2 E w. Since each V, is closure-preserving, so is {Cl UV: V E Vn}. Hence 
each Fn is also closure-preserving in X. Since yX is compact, it is easy to verify that 
{IntF: F E Fn, n E w} covers X. Note that if V E 1/ is disjoint from A, then 
Cl,x UV f? WV = 8. Hence we have 
Cl+ Fx n K c n Cl,x Uv U{wv: V E X with V n A = 0}) = 0 
VEX 
for each A E il,, n E w. Thus UnEw Fn satisfies the condition in the parenthetical part 
of Lemma 4.2. Hence X is paracompact. 0 
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